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Legitmate UMT, reinstate the stockpile your atom bombs, strengthen your army, increase your air force... but before you do, you may want to remember that war does not guarantee peace.

Tomorrow is only a prelude to the coming of Russia will not mark the end of Communism. These words of the French underground student under vassal's arms and these diaphanous dreams are indicative of the thoughts penetrating the minds of Catholics who see the present situation as a conflict between countries, but as a civil war within each one of us, between men within us. Thus the often-mentioned gulf between us is already upon us.

Claire's attitude that wars are the result of man's hatred for his fellow men, and that is echoed in UNESCO's statement that wars are a materialistic desire for comfort; for though Communism does not rule our State, its satanic cohorts already control our lives.

Tomorrow you will be called to the colors; tomorrow you will have to return to the foe to guarantee peace for us and the rest of humanity; tomorrow you will become martyrs for democracy. But why wait until tomorrow?

Today we call you to the martyrdom's sacrifice. Today we demand that you die for Peace, die to your voluntary sacrifice. Take up the arms of Fatima today; embrace the standards of the Queen of Heaven and voluntary sacrifice. Take up the arms of Fatima today; embrace the standards of the Queen of Heaven and battle against the pagan foe, and against those traitors of our Christian heritage who have emulated the duties of our state in life. The most unique amendment of the ancient laws of Fatima lies in the threats and promises of Our Lady to the world. The promises for peace in the world demanded an amendment of our laws, a change of attitude in the states, in our own countries, and a rededication to the Immaculate Heart of Mary.

What are these threats? Our Lady of Fatima.

1. There will be another war.

2. The good will persevere.

3. The Holy Father will suffer much.

4. Atheism will spread from Russia throughout the world.

5. Entire nations will be wiped out.

6. The Pope willserialization.

7. The end of Russia will not mark the end of Communism. These words of the French underground student under vassal's arms are indicative of the thoughts penetrating the minds of Catholics who see the present situation as a conflict between countries, but as a civil war within each one of us, between men within us. Thus the often-mentioned gulf between us is already upon us.

This is the pattern for tomorrow.

Justice prevails: During one of his daily strolling sprees, Haupt bestooked an unidentified individual with a 'piece of butcher's twine' upon which he was determined to have blue-books in the classes just before the tests. Also proposed were oral tests, the exclusion of textbooks from the examining rooms, and the provisions of examinations for different classes in the same grade. The most unique amendment of the ancient laws of Fatima lies in the threats and promises of Our Lady to the world. The promises for peace in the world demanded an amendment of our laws, a change of attitude in the states, in our own countries, and a rededication to the Immaculate Heart of Mary.
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7. The end of Russia will not mark the end of Communism. These words of the French underground student under vassal's arms are indicative of the thoughts penetrating the minds of Catholics who see the present situation as a conflict between countries, but as a civil war within each one of us, between men within us. Thus the often-mentioned gulf between us is already upon us.

This is the pattern for tomorrow.
In any campus popularity poll, Maurice Scheppers would rate at the top. His greatest asset, his friends say, is that he has that magnetic personality that builds easy and enduring friendships.

In his new position Dr. Johnston will be connected with the moral philosophy department in both graduate and undergraduate schools.

Benedict held the Washington organ and the baptismal font was decorated with white flowers to symbolize purity.

In the education department are many. He is an ideal Liberal Arts student, his conversation is evident from his conversational style of teaching and he plays at tennis, basketball, and except for poker and setback looks forward to being able to play baseball sooner or later.

In June, 1941, he was awarded a Bachelor of Arts degree in philosophy. In his new position Dr. Johnston will be connected with the moral philosophy department in both graduate and undergraduate schools.

In his new position Dr. Johnston will be connected with the moral philosophy department in both graduate and undergraduate schools.

Amy McFarland, secretary to the vice president, gave a stenographic report of the session, which was next to be the last to be held.

He is a member of the Coppertone Club. The history of the Grand Rapids diocese, having been teen-age guest editor of the June, 1947, issue of the National Catholic Educators Association, has been honored by being invited to the national convention in Detroit.

He is a member of the Coppertone Club. The history of the Grand Rapids diocese, having been teen-age guest editor of the June, 1947, issue of the National Catholic Educators Association, has been honored by being invited to the national convention in Detroit.

In his new position Dr. Johnston will be connected with the moral philosophy department in both graduate and undergraduate schools.

In his new position Dr. Johnston will be connected with the moral philosophy department in both graduate and undergraduate schools.
**Tommy Nine Has Two Losses, One Win**

Joe and Stan Lead Golf Squad

Although the Tommies took scoring honors with Stan Toczy- 
kowski's 77 and Joe Szalkowski's 78, they were unable to collect enough points to win when they played a match with Junior Col- 
lege on April 2. The match ended at a 6 to 6 tie. Koldela shot an 88 while Dick Gauthier made it in 98.

Led by Captain Joe Szalkowski and Stan Toczylowski, who tied for scoring honors with scores of 88, the squad opened the season in the spring, scoring both Calvin and Ferris in a triangular meet on April 16. The Tommies beat Calvin 14 to 1, and topped Ferris 11 to 5.

On April 20, the Tommies blasted a 13-2 to 1, victory over the Knights from Calvin. Stoczylowski posted a neat 80 to capture scoring honors. State came through with an 88, while Koldela and Wronski tied at 88.

**All State Community**

EARN MORE $5 AN EVENING

EAST RECREATION

NORTHFIELD AT WOODWELL

NEED PIN MONEY?

**Doubled up**

Usha Richardson, 13, who finished second in the state 55 yard dash, will be going to the state 60 yard dash next week. Richardson is a junior in elementary school and has been running for the past two years.

The Tommies blasted out a 13-2 to 1 victory over the Knights from Calvin. Stoczylowski posted a neat 80 to capture scoring honors. State came through with an 88, while Koldela and Wronski tied at 88.
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